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"Joining a home
group has helped
Tervuren to feel 

like home.

www.stpaulstervuren.be

We meet Saturday mornings via Zoom

for breakfast, discussion, prayer and

study. Occasionally we invite an outside

speaker. Join us as often as you are able

to.

Men's Group - Adam Isaacs 

Where: Meets Virtually - Sat AM

"



WHY
SMALL
GROUPS?

Small groups are a great
way to connect with
others in St Paul's. Small
groups create a greater
sense of belonging and
community. They are a
place to be encouraged,
nurtured, and to grower
deeper in knowledge and
relationship with Jesus.
The smaller relational
feel of small groups
means that you will feel
at home what ever your
stage of life or faith.

Small groups are exactly
as they sound. Small
groups of people
gathering together
during the week, usually
in peoples homes for
community, prayer,
Bible study. discipleship
and more

Each group is different
as it is the people in the
group who give each one
a unique feel.

WHAT
ARE
SMALL
GROUPS?

Leaders: Elaine & Patrick

  Lambert

Where: Tervuren - Tues Eve

"We are a mixed group, mixed

ages, mixed nationalities but not

mixed up when it comes to our

focus on God’s word and prayer".

Leaders: Jen & Nathan

Gregory

Where: Vossem - Wed Eve

"We come together as individuals

and leave as friends, a place of

encouragement and support.

seeking how to live as disciples of

Jesus in our families, work, church

and all of life.

Leaders: Ruth Ashe & Ann

Start

Where: Overijse - Mon eve

"We are a caring group who

support each other through the

joys and challenges of life. We

enjoy studying the Bible together

and growing together".

Leaders: Alison & Lynn

Where: Brussels - Mon Lunch

"We are a group for those living or

working in Brussels. to meet

together for prayer,

encouragement and going deeper

with God"

Leaders: Graham Sims 

Where: Sterrebeek - Monday

afternoon

"We are a group who deeply

care for one another and what

God has to say though his word.

We are mostly retired but

anyone is welcome."

We would like it to be a group for

laughter, sharing, prayer, Bible

reading and growing in Christ as we

enjoy being with each other,

supporting and holding one another

up before God.  It is to be more than

simply a Bible study group - more of

a small missional community......with

a fully international feel.

Leaders: Sarah-Jane King

Where: Tervuren - Thurs Eve


